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BOOKS and COMMENT
Byron Vazakas

THREE MODERN
OLD MASTERS:
MOORE-STEVE~S-\1ILLIAMS
persistent <friginality has won
her, nQt the martyr's crown, but the halo of the heretic
who is canonized because there is nothing else to do but
bum her. Her Collected Poems 1 are her best character witness, as
well as evidence of her perseverance and survival.
Since poetry is seldom the direct disclosure that prose is, this
particular milestone in her career simply reemphasizes her craft,
and what we can surmise of the artist through· it. This being the
case, it is convenient here to record testimonies to a fact about
Marianne Moore and her poetry which, like the purloined letter,
is sometimes too obvious to be seen.
John Crowe Ransom, writing about her, suggests "that in our
judgment of personages and their accomplishments we attribute
greatness to those that take their impulse out of more primitive
or heroic occasions than she is concerned with."
Eliot's tribute, referring to our contemporaries, parallels Ransom's observation: "The last thing, certainly, that we are l~ely to
know about them is their 'greatness,' or their relative distinction
or triviality in relation to the standard of 'greatness.' For in greatness are, involved moral and social relations, relations which can
only be perceived from a remoter perspective, and which may be
said even to be created in the process of history.. _. But the genuineness of poetry is something which we have some warrant for
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believing that a small number, but only a small nuDiber, of cobtemporary readers can recognize:'
Since the latter part of this statement is so truc. it is the more
astonishing that Marianne Moore has been rewarded with something more than the recognition of a few. However~ the most pertinent element for discussion here is the phrase, uFor in greamess
are involved moral and social relations.. ~ :.
Such a concept is close to our heart, as the following pages on
St~vens and Williams' w~ll indicate. And if we confess, ·by such
standards of Ugreamess," that Marianne ~foore's poetry is genuine without the heroic, it is merely to place it with that nicety.
that precision, which is one of her most evident talents. and is a
seJlSe of proportion.
Before we speak of "survival" as one of the most intriguing aspects of her art. seeing that it is also "created in the process of history," we should like to remark on this poet's involvement with
j
"moral and social relations."
In -Marianne Moore's poetry such sociological elements are
simply scaled to the proportion of her own taste, to be fitted, unobstrusively, into the mosaic of I\'er lines. We will most certainly
not, at this point, be platitudinous about the cameo versus the
Acropolis. Actually, such analogy has little bearing on a poet who
uses the magnifying glass rather than the telescope.
l\farianne Moore's .curiosa, dead or alive. are composed of the
obvious projections of the poet's eye. While the literary tourist,
intent on writing "poems"-nice, acceptable poems-rather than
"poetry," is stumbling among the antique monoliths, Marianne
Moore, with the gentle ruthlessness of the scientist, probes and
samples chips off the old block.
To extend the analogy, the "heroic" moment comes, when
Marianne Moore, in an oracular mood, collates evidence from
her specimens:

I
I

I

I
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What is our innocence,
what is our guilt? All are
naked, none is safe.
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Then, when breath fails, and the moment is gone, the poet returns to browse more familiarly among her collections of birds,
beasts, and minerals in a confinned distrust of merits.
The Atom isn't Big. Take Cocteau on :Mallarme, ..that type of
honest man, of incorruptible bourgeois, of exquisite aristocrat, of·
pious workman, of jeweler...." That's l\farianne Moore exactly.
Yet, if we are to att~nd Ransom:s warning, the Mallarme analogy stops right there:··Her critic is apt to feel that in decency he
can never quote en~ugh of her passages to make perfectly resonant for the ill-acqu\inted the sense of how much more she is
than merely the mistress of a casual elegance, such as she may well
have seemed to our first impression."
One feels that. And Marianne Moore, herself, emphasizes the
. point about literature and life, forthrightly:
I

Literature is a phase of life. If
one is afraid of it, the situation is irremedial;
Words are constructive
when they are true
Sheared of the bombastic, the noble gesture can be, and is, refined and hardened to her epigrammatic points. Our idiom 'has
become so loose that her wit is in her compression. To her astonishment, it provokes listeners to laughter, as at a riposte.
Finally, speaking of the durability, the survival of her poetry
that Eliot surmised in 1934, we have before us Others: An Anthology of the New Poetry, collected and edited in 1917 by that old
friend of Moore and Stevens and Williams, Alfred Kreymborg.
In it, the most fasCinating acknowledgment for reprinting privi. lege is to The Bryn Mawr Lantern. Whether or not it's merely coincidental, Marianne Moore has an A.B. from Bryn Mawr. And
among a fairly large group of her poems included is one titled
"My Apish Cousins:' Apparently rewritten and titled in the C~l-·
lected Poems as "The Monkeys," it is, in perspective, sibylline:
It is difficult to recall the ornament, .
speech, and precise manner of what one might
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call the minor acquaintances twenty
years back...
They have imposed on us with
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their pale
half-fledged protestations, trembling ~ut
in inarticulate frenzy, saying
it is not for us to understand art; finding it
all so difficult, examining the thing
as if it were inconceivably arcanic, as symmetrically frigid as if it had been carved out of chrysoprase
or marble...

I

I

The familiar bite is here. the kindly unkind. the irony of one
who does not aim too hard to please. And whether or not the shoe
fits some of the Others, many of the names. like Bodenheim.
evoke something beyond nostalgia. a pre-Scott Fitzgerald era.
It's a long time. from Others in 191' to Collected Poems in
1951. And it is not astonishing that l\farianne l\foore advises "patience and perseverance." Among some of the "Others" who share
her survival are Eliot and Pound and Kreymborg and Sandburg.
and. of course. 'Villiam Carlos 'Villiams and 'Vallace Stevens.

I

I

theme of 'Vallace Stevens' essays on reality and the
imagination in The Necessary Angel'J is precisely that of the relationship between progressive knowledge and art, poetry in particular. Briefly, in baroque convolutions of thought rather than
of image. the essays concern Stevens' own attitudes toward poetry
in a changing world. and the valuable recommendation, despite
its apparent painfulness to him, that the transforming imagination fix itself upon "contemporary reality." He believes that this
is necessary if poetry is to survive.
Stevens' definition of "reality" is as follows: "Reality is life and
life is society and the imagination and reality." 'VeIl, that's as tidy
a "vicious circle" as you'll find anywhere. but it seems to mean

THE BAS I C
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that reality is what is currently accepted as social convention, accepted textures in appearance, pragmatically speaking, since he
adds, "reality changes:'
Everything new is learned the hard way, as ids and has been for
the infant and the primitive. Like most platitudes, this needs to
be repeated. John Crowe Ransom is not above reiterating, in connection with the acceptance of Marianne Moor('s poetry that,
"Nevertheless, modernity comes to us painfully; if it is radical,
and at some cost." And if this acceptance of the new, of progress, is
essential not merely to the health of society, but to its survival as
well, how necessary, then, is it to an art such as poetry. This is
Stevens' most valuable contribution here.
Modem thought is scientific thought, There cannot be an unbalance between custom and knowledge forever. Nothing can
stand still; it must progress or retrogress since at the bottom is
the chemical element of perpetual change. Acceptance of modem
standards of hygiene is an example, despite superstition and ignorance. as is most medical science. It is ever more clearly being perceived that there is a mutual dependency between medicine, psychology. sociology and, ultimately, politics.
It is certainly not astonishing that a man as perceptive as Stevens should, then, perceive in Freud not the successor but the
superseder of Plato. It bothers Stevens that Freud believed that
illusion had no future. Stevens associates the illusions. Freud believed that superstition had no future; he most certainly did beli~ve that the illusion of art could and would continue, since he
did not share the nineteenth century's romantic concept of the
pathological dependency of art on the morbid.
\\Then we find a poet like Stevens, who for more than a quarter
of a century has been producing some of the most re&eshingly
original poetry in our language, asking what happened to '~au
thority." or bemoaning taXes like a Republican, the paradox will
not rest easily on literature alone. Scholarly comparisons merely
evade it. \Vhat the poet means, and how he arrived at certain con-
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!:lusions with which he is justifying his poetry, will also have to
be otherwise examined.
Stevens takes-.a ,neutral position, that of the artist, though he
does not go so far,., nor
so convincingly, as Lorca's cry that be, as a
t
poet, was everything-':'right, left, conservative·, liberal. Stevens is
apparently neither C~tholic nor Communist. He is an elegant
conservative, neithe~ Orthodox nor Freudian. Fundamentally,
hi~ intellectual position '.is more aristocratic than democratic, as
is Eliot's. It is what would remain of Eliot without the religion,
. tradition without the Church; and, less distinctly defined in Stevens' case, it is a nostalgia Jor the recent past combined with the
self-argued proposition that a change is inevitable for both man
and art. Although Stevens is a hedonist of sorts, probably more
for cataloguing convenience than anything else, he is only vaguely
an outgrowth of the mauve decade.
Stevens' intellectual ancestry, as set forth in his essays, is poised
upon a ~neration recently become past, and is reinforced by
Plato, Santayana, and the Jameses. A counterpart might be the
delightful, nostalgic ironies of the fiction of John P. Marquand.
Stevens' Platonism isn't much help if we remember that Plato
didn't know what we know, nor did Bergson, for that matter.
In this volume of essays Stevens attempts less to organize such
a position, or even to elucidate it, as to travel within it, like a man
arguing with himself. It is like someone walking up an ascending
escalator. He's in tune with the movement and direction. Under
- such a double impetus he is bound to arrive somewhere, as much,
or perhaps even more, to his astonishment than to that of the observer. He arrives, in a word, where intellectual speculati~n must
arrive if the man is honest enough and sincere enough mer~ly to
keep moving.
Stevens' essays are that sort of progressive personal argument,
using the literary instrument. Its intellectual atmosphere fluctuates between 1850 and 1950. And his ultimate observation is the
contretemps of a Christian facing war. He has arrived at a situc(-
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tion demanding a denial of, or adjustment to, all he has been
-~taught. It is the intellectual predicament of a man who has beeri
comfortably ,trained to know the difference J>etween right and
wrong and then finds that he has to reexamine his instilled assumptions of what actually is right and· wrong, and not merely
the difference. Such refocusing calls· {or an equal rescue of the
arts, along with the man, and Stevens finally recognizes this necessity, and calls for such a revisal to save poetry.
Somelvhere Stevens once wrote, "The advantage of living in an
ivory tower is that it provides su~h an excellent view of the public
dump." In his essays, he is observing the dump as well as the debris of the Humanities in Platonic fragments from Aristotle to
Santayana. Of course, as he points out in a quotation from Horace
on Homer, " 'True genius ... can fetch ... Roses out of Dunghills, and give a kind of Life to the Inanimate: " It must be added, in fairness, that Stevens also includes among the objets d'art
of his quotations some fin~ contemporary abstractions uttered by
Klek and Gris, as well as a few futuristic frClgments from Freud~
Still, the essays are neither eClectic nor dilettante bravura, but a
fairly coherent picture of the ideas of a· sincere man and an extremely gOod poet. This is not merely another volume of Victo~ rian aesthetics on Truth and Beauty bound illJimp green suede
" and stamped in gold. Stevens himself ironically footnotes the antiquarian:

..

,

f·

Next, there is the reality that has ceased to be indifferent, the years
when the Victorians had been disposed of and intellectual and social
minorities began to take their place and to convert our state of life to
something that might not be final. This much more vital reality made
the life' that preceded it look like a vQlume of Ackerman's colored
plates, or one of Topfers books of sketches in Switzerland. I am trying
to give the feel of it. It was the reality of twenty or thirty years ago. I'
say that it.was a vital reality ... in the sense of being instinct with the
fatal.
'"
No one who has read Stevens' pdetry of, say, the last "twenty or
thirty years" can deny the picturesque consistency of the analogy.
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"Being instinct with the fatal" is all so beautifully summed up in
Mario praz' book, The Romantic Agony, that it is hardly necessary to point out its antecedents here, nor to underscore that
"Being instinct with the fatal" somehow evokes old "problem
plays" one saw as a child on Broadway-perhaps Ghosts, or The
Second A-lrs. Tanqueray. They seemed real. At least Nazimova
and Ethel Barrymore did their best.
Stevens' identification with this sort of background, and his.
effort to bring personality and the poet up to modem requirements of "reality," is the chief purpose of The Necessary Angel.
To Stevens' concern and annoyance it must seem that the ivory
tower he mentions must hCJve become the \Vhite Tower hamburger house, and its locale Coney Island; and that perhaps the towers of Rilke, Yeats, and Jeffers are joining the ruins of the one .
near Ocean Drive at Newport. Vulgarity, of course, need no more
be with us than poverty. But Stevens notes the former very amusingly, more or less from an Edwardian point of view. The spirit
of the era of Henry James dies hard, and there is not too much of
it left; and how it dies is hilariously depicted by Stevens' genuine
and unguarded irritations with a few contemporary examples of
the "pressures of reality," as he calls them. It is Stevens c;lt his least
urbane, but most entertaining:
What has been called the disparagement of reason is an instance of the
absence of authority. We pick up the radio and find that comedians
regard the public use of words of more than two syllables funny. We
read of the opening of the National Gallery at Washington and we
are convinced, in the end, that the pictures are counterfeit, that museums are impositions and that Mr. Mellon was a monster. . .
There is no distance. \Ve are iptimate with people we have never seen
and, unhappily, they are i~timate with us. Democritus plucked his
e~ out because he could not look at a woman without thinking of her
~a woman. If he had read a few of our novels, he would have tom
himself to pieces. Dr. Richards has noted "the widespread increase in
the aptitude of the average mind for self-dissolving introspection, the
generally heightened awareness of the goings-on of our own minds,
merely as goings-on:' This is nothing to the generally heightened
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awareness of the goings-on of other people·s minds, merely as goingson.
Another part of the war-like whole to which we do not respond quite
as we do to the news of war is the income tax. The blanks are specimens of mathematical prose. They titillate the instinct of self-preservation in a class in which that instinct has been forgotten. Virginia
Woolf thought that the income tax; if it continued, would benefit
poets by enlarging their vocabularies and I daresay she was right.

II

I

In a more sober vein, Stevens regrets also the increasing "absence of any authority except force~ operative or i~minent," as
well as the generally prevalent spirit of negation; but, while we
agree with·him about the "force," he does not say which authority
he misses. And although he does not say that the "authority" of a
cleric enforcing his prohibitions on everybody through an igno.
rant and sadistic police earns the same opprobrium as the authority of the venal poolroom politician and the political machine,
he does say. "The poet does not give way to the priest:'
It was such irritations, and Stevens' response to accelerated COrlditions between two wars, that compelled him to write. the essays
in The Necessary Angel both as a requiem and as a resurrection.
Particularly in the eSsay "Imagination As Value," there is a hint
of and hope for the latter:
Thus, something said the other day. that "An objective theory of
value is needed in philosophy which does not depend upon unanalysable intuitions but relates goodness, truth and beauty to human
needs in society," has a provocative sound"

It has indeed, and an authentic one; and it is this reality to
which Steve~s realizes that poetry and the angel of the imagination must adjust unless the art is to go the way of obsolete and
crippling illusions. One of Stevens' final insights probes such a
reality in his last essay, "The Relations Between Painting and
Poetry":
The greatest truth we could hope to discover, in whatever field we dis- .
covered it. is that man·s truth is the final resolution of everything.
Poets and painters alike today make that assumption and this is what
gives them the validity and serious dignity that become them.

,
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is a man of another stripe.
\Vhat Stevens arrives at through deduction. \Villiams arrives at
through irritation. To \Villiams. anger is the thing.
The Autobiography of Ji'illiam Carlos lVilliams 3 is a book
about a personality rather than a confession. \Villiams acknowledges this: "\Vhat I believe to be the hidden Core of my life will
not be easily deciphered. even when I tell, as here, the outer
circumstances."
Such withholding is mentioned in the Foreword, which also
serves as a kind of afterthought: "Nine-tenths of our lives is well
forgotten in the living. Of the part that is remembered. the most
had better not be told."
Nevertheless. a great deal is told. sometimes with hilarity. and
nearly always with absorbing interest. The casual form of the
Autobiography is sometimes diary. sometimes developed anecdote. but always delivered in a lively. personal. direct-to-thelistener conversational manner. There is no use quibbling about
it-what is left out is just as unpredictable as what has been put in.
And since the latter. on the whole. is so delightfully readable in
most part. it is futile to argue the mood behind the choices.
\Villiams concedes his omissions: "Putting in a few more stories
of some of my contemporaries wouldn't help much to clarify it."
However. the llnpredictable selectivity is characteristic. and extends beyond mere mention of names, to other inclusions and exclusions. For example. the reader may wonder why a steak dinner
with one poet is recorded, while. if they've heard about it. nothing is said of the meeting between \Villiams and Eliot engineered
by Robert Lowell in \Vashington. It was a good story.
Some of the best chapters are about Dr. Williams' early days in
hospital service and about delivering the babies of the poor in his
neighborhood. The chapters on the beginnings of the modern
poetry movement in the United States, and the "little magazines,"
in which \Villiams and his friends played so important a pan are.
WI L L I A MeA R LOS WI L L I A M S

3 ~ew

York: Random House, 1951. 40 l: pp. $3.75.
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of course, of especial interest. In addition to the medical and artistic contacts and practice, there are the sketches on family, home
town, travel, and friends. Some of the episodes are fabulous; and
most are at least interesting, made so by \Villiams' great gift for
animating detail. The secret of the natural, spontaneous charm of
the Autobiography obviously lies in its author's Personality.
Significantly, the chapter called "The Practice"·could be quoted almost in its entirety as a statement of Williams' principles of life and art. This is his apologia for the combined practice of poetry and medicine, each drawing energy and inspiration from the
other. He tells again and again of pulling out his typewriter in the
brief intervals between patients and after office houTS, as much to
record his constantly developing human observations as to practicean art.
In away, he could hardly have been more fortunate in his
choice of a practical profession and though, in any case, it is a fait
accompli, he frequently argues the point: "When they ask me, as
of late they frequently do, how I have fo~ so many years continued an equal interest in medicine and the poem, I reply that
they amount for me to nearly the same thing.
\\Then the question came up, vitally for him, as a young man,
whether to pursue poetry or medicine, the decision to practice
both resulted in its own kind of liberation in the discipline itself:
Jt

First, no one~was ever going to be it\ a position to tell me what to
write, and you can say that again. No one, and I meant no one (for
money) was ever (never) going to tell me how or what I was going to
.
.write. That was number one.

.,

Needless to say, he believed that being told what not to write
was as totalitarian as being told what to write.
Science and humanity, as opposed to tradition and myth be<;ame for him the struggle toward a solution, the
... searching for causes, trying to relate this to that to build a reasonable basis for action which really gives us our peace.... That is why
.-
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as a writer I have never felt that medicine interfered with me but
rather that it was my very food and drink, the very thing that made it
possible for me to write. Was I not interested in man? There the thing
was, right in front of me.
\
This approach encouraged experimentalism and \Villiams'
lifelong interest in a more natural poetic idiom and rhythm: UTo
my mind the thing that gave us most semblance of a cause ,vas not
imagism, as some thought, but the line: the poetic line and our
hopes for its recovery from stodginess."
\Villiams· devotion to this cause is historic, and so far as his own
poetry is concerned, time will sift work and opinion to a recogni,;
tion of what he really is: a major lyric poet of our own era.
\Villiams' poetic doctrine, or rather his ~ own disc~pline, is
summed up in a reference to his celebrated dictum in the long
poem, Paterson: "That is why I started to write Paterson: a man is
indeed a city, and for the poet there is no idea but in things:' And
though it may superficially seem to contradict the above, the insight of the following is memorable: "The poem is a capsule
where we wrap up our punishable secrets."
Among the many episodes recounted in the book, Williams'
visits to his old friend, Ezra Pound, at St. Elizabeth's Hospital at
\Vashington have a tragic dignity. Pound, of course, was unchastened:

I

II
~

II
II
II

I
I
f

I
I

So we talked of who is in the know, as against the self-interested mob
of "legislators," the pitiful but grossly ignorant big-shots who play in
with the crimin;.tls-in city, state and nations; of our first duty as artist,
the only semi-informed men of the community, whose sweep is the
whole field of knowledge. It is our duty at all costs to speak; at all
costs, even imprisonment in such isolation, such quarantine, from the
spread of information as a St. Elizabeth's affords.... I can't say that
Ez said all this, but from his halting broken jabs and ripostes of conversation, it is what I inferred.

I

'VeIl, no one could disagree with that; nor can they honest1¥,
even as Americans, disagree with \Villiams that sex is a normal
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appetite. He's being Freudian about it when he says, "I think that
from that arises the drive which empowers us all." And here the
anger begins, at thesouICe.
\
In probing the sociological predicament of the less hypocritically sexual in a few Anglo-Saxon countries. Williams is indignant at the barbarisms of totem and taboo:
The part of them that is valueless (priceless) is as Yeats said of the debauchery of the Lionel Johnson group: They are as they are because
no locus is permitted them in the society in which they should be aC~1
tive members. This explains the fury of Edmund Gosse, the fury of 'a
Stanley Baldwin facing the King: defe(1dants of a society which refuses me, would jail me if it could, any of them, right down to my
dearest friends.
~ .

And walking in the French countryside with a friend when
they "passed two peasant girls, arms about each other's waist, and
he kidded me about country. ,Lesbians. laughing at my eXpense
over something I had grumbl~d earlier: t1J.at the prac~ce w~
universal."
For Williams, the moral criterion was the alleviation of pain,
.mental as well as physical; injustices against the mind as well as
against the body. Where the doctor is better, than the priest, he
was tolerant of homosexuals, unwed mothers, prostitutes, the
rubber ovaries,- the laborer's lingerie, the bartransvestite youth's
.
oness' nymphomania, the young LesbiaDS.idancing in Paris.
He was intolerant of th~ malice and stupidity of the police, the
corruption of politicians, institutional repression and censorship,
the injustices of courts, the enforcement of obsolete laws. With
the vision of Jefferson and the humanity of Whitman, he identified with the underdog, defended the persecuted, and was called·
pro-German or pro-Russian as the fashion and newspaper propaganda moved men's prejudices. He devoted himself to the indigent sick at all times. Withal being humanly fallible and somewhat unpredictable, he was and is that most useful kind of an
American citizen, the outspoken one who believes that the law
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should fit the needs of the individual rather than that of abstractions or institutions. He clearly perceives the difference between
the right and wrong of what hurts someone -and the concept of
their serving some abstract principle at the expense of the individual. He points out that part of his answer is in his book In the
A merican Grain, which delineates the development of democracy
through certain historic incidents and characters.
\Villiams is a genuine liberal as well as a humanist, as his A utabiagraphyshows. He learned as a young man in the hospital from
his superior, the pathologist Krumwiede, to eschew abstraction
and dogma and to observe facts. He sees mercenary powers distorting and destroying life and art through wars and 'suppressive
social practices despite scientific knowledge and the obviously increasing dependence of human beings on each other:

I
11

II

II
I

II

The stupidity, the calCulated viciousness of a money-grubbing society
such as I knew 'and violently wrote against; everything I wanted to see
live and thrive being deliberately murdered in the name of church
and state.

,j

I,

The urgent need for such a statement is daily more apparent.
Some poets are unacknowledged legislators because they must be
so; and \Villiams is one of them. Such an additional contribution
is of inestitnabl~ value, and adds stature to Williams as it did to
\Vhitman. What a poet says is important. A really free spirit is a
rare thing.
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